EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Financial Case for
the Stream

The Executive Summary provides a high-level
overview for the extremely busy who just wants to
understand “what I need to know” about EAP

Figure ES1
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Source: The “road map” introduced as Figure 60 on page 156 in Beyond the Guidebook
2015: Moving Towards “Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset Management”.
Released by the Partnership for Water Sustainability, November 2015
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Twin Pillars of
Stream System Integrity
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Sustainable Drainage Service Delivery &
the Twin Pillars of Stream System Integrity
Drainage Service and the Unfunded Liability
In November 2015, release of Moving Towards “Sustainable
Watershed Systems, through Asset Management” launched an
educational process built around the twin pillars concept (Figure ES1).
Alignment with Asset Management for Sustainable Service Delivery: A
BC Framework, released a year earlier through Asset Management
BC, is the context for including asset management in the title.

Beyond the
Guidebook 2015

Cascading Levels of Understanding
The educational goal is to encourage local governments to reframe
how they look at urbanizing watersheds, and then connect the dots
between drainage infrastructure and stream health. What happens on
the land does matter to streams. Getting an unfunded liability under
control is their incentive for moving from awareness to action.
Local governments strive to deliver services sustainably, and work to
ensure that current community service needs, and how those services
are delivered, do not compromise the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs through sound asset management practices.
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Three levels-ofunderstanding provide
a frame of reference
for EAP analyses and a
reality-check for
integrating “natural
assets” into a local
government Asset
Management Strategy.
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It takes courage on the part of a Council or Regional Board members
to look beyond the short-term, understand what sustainable funding
entails over the long-term, and direct staff to get on with the job. This
is the local government reality-check.

Why Protect Stream System Integrity
When one thinks about asset management, it is often in the context of
municipal infrastructure and how this provides the “water service” or
the “sanitary sewer service”, and so on. The Drainage Service is the
neglected service, and the cost of neglect grows over time.
The consequence of neglect is an accumulating financial liability to
fund creek channel stabilization and riparian corridor restoration in
urban and rural settings. Thus, the Partnership mission is to focus
attention on this foundational concept:

Drainage infrastructure and the stream system
together constitute the municipal Drainage Service.
The urgency of the drainage liability issue spurred the Partnership's
analytical process that linked municipal asset management and stream
health as “cause-and-effect”, for better of for worse. The Asset
Management Continuum, included as Figure ES2, serves as a road
map for local governments wishing to move from stopgap
remediation to long-term solutions.

Ecological services
are core local
government services

Continuum of Steps: The asset management journey for a local
government is a “continuum of steps” as illustrated on Figure ES2.
Step One is to embrace the BC Framework. Step Two is to implement
Sustainable Service Delivery. Step Three is to apply EAP, the
Ecological Accounting Process.

Local governments need real numbers to deliver green infrastructure
outcomes. It is that basic. Rhetoric is insufficient. EAP metrics are
neither hypothetical nor speculative. They are grounded in the BC
Assessment database.
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ES3

There is typically no funding mechanism for stream maintenance
and management (M&M) such as for water and sanitary sewer
utilities. So, the unfunded liability caused by drainage impacts grows
over time. Once the life-cycle approach is standard practice for
constructed assets, getting to Step Three would be so much easier.
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Ecological services are
not intuitively
understood by the public,
elected representatives,
and asset managers. At
best, they have been
considered as an add-on.
To inform and educate, it
helps to define ecological
services in terms of
drainage, recreation,
habitat / biodiversity,
and enjoyment of
property uses. These are
core services.
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At the Partnership’s Annual Water Sustainability Workshop held in
December 2015, the Chair of Asset Management BC (UBCM’s Glen
Brown) introduced the Asset Management Continuum in the module
titled Sustainable Service Delivery for Watershed Systems.
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Figure ES2
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Integrate Stream Systems into
‘Sustainable Drainage Service Delivery’
Unless communities measure the effect of impacts, destabilization of
stream channels and degradation of riparian assets and streamside
protection areas will continue. EAP helps to quantify the unfunded and
growing cost (hence liability) to protect, remediate or enhance stream
systems in disturbed urban and rural landscapes. This is the starting
point for a life-cycle approach to M&M of the drainage service.

Budget Line Items
EAP bridges a gap. While local governments have existing tools in the
form of policies and legislation for ‘maintenance and management’ of
ecological assets, they have until now lacked a pragmatic methodology
and meaningful metrics to incorporate stream systems as line items in
Asset Management Strategies and Budgets.

Using numbers generated through application of
EAP local governments would have a sound basis
for implementing a baseline annual budget for
enhancement of the stream system (which is the
natural or ecological asset) within a setback zone.

A Stream is a Land Use: How concepts are explained is crucial. In

The methodology and metrics recognize the importance of the stream
system in the landscape. A stream is a land use because the stream
corridor is defined in regulations and has a financial value. EAP uses
real numbers from BC Assessment, not hypothetical assumptions, to
establish the financial case for the stream corridor system.
Hydrology powers stream ecology. Thus, effective M&M requires an
understanding of how water balance pathways connect creekshed
hydrology and stream ecology, how changes on the land disconnect
them, and how green infrastructure design can reconnect them.
EAP expresses stream system maintenance and management (M&M)
as a measurable metric, the Riparian Deficit, which is the
environmental equivalent of the Infrastructure Funding Gap.
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The flow of rainwater
from cloud to stream is
comprised of three water
balance pathways: surface
runoff, horizontal shallow
interflow, and deep
groundwater. Yet the
latter two are routinely
ignored by planners and
designers. Time, a critical
factor, is also ignored.
These omissions have
stream health plus
financial consequences.

addition, what is easily understood and can be measured gets
implemented. Because the numbers are grounded, EAP puts the
environmental perspective on an equal footing with the engineering
and accounting perspectives. This alone is a game-changer.
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Hydrology Powers
Stream Ecology

Why the term ‘Riparian Deficit’?
EAP interweaves financial, social, and ecological perspectives within a
single number – the Natural Commons Asset Value – to establish
the financial case for a stream corridor system.
This foundation has two primary metrics or measures: the NCA
financial value is expressed as $ per km of stream; the annual M&M
budget is 1% of the NCA value consistent with accepted practice for
constructed assets.

Natural Commons
Asset Defined
The NCA is the portion
of the stream corridor
that lies in the
regulated streamside
setback zone as defined
in the Riparian Areas
Protection Act. The NCA
width is the sum of the
stream width plus the
setback distance on
each side of the stream.

The NCA value is a measure of the Riparian Deficit which is a
measure of the “loss of riparian integrity” due to land use intrusion into
the regulated streamside setback zone.

Local governments need a real number: Riparian Deficit is an
effective way of encapsulating the underlying uniqueness of the EAP
theory, methodology and metrics. It is used to interpret the full
implications of the NCA financial value. Because EAP uses BC
Assessment financial values for parcels, the resulting NCA number
reflects social and ecological values.
Three values in a single number: When the community wants more
development near the stream, more ecological features for trails and
parks, aesthetic advantages for parcels abutting the stream, etc., the
result is higher financial expectations and increased assessed values.
The NCA expresses these expectations in a single number.
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The Riparian Deficit refers to the order of financial magnitude of these
demands. A high deficit equals a latent need for increased M&M as
well as remediation of stream system deficiencies.
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EAP Building Blocks & Outcomes
Master drainage planning, integrated stormwater planning, and other
processes at best pay lip-service to the role of the streamside protection
zone within a stream system context, the condition of native vegetation
and woodlands cover, and the need for restoration. Now, EAP provides
the reason to ask the question, why aren’t these factors considered
and given equal weight to engineering considerations?
What gets measured gets managed (or could be). The challenge for
local governments is how to determine financial values for ecological
services and the natural systems that deliver them. The community
expectation that these assets will be maintained and managed is the
impetus for changes in accounting systems used by local governments.

Applied Research: Stage 3 Mainstreaming
In 2016, the Partnership embarked upon a 6-year program of applied
research to evolve EAP through a 3-stage building blocks process of
testing, refining, and mainstreaming the methodology and metrics. The
program involved 9 case studies and 13 local governments and yielded
19 “big ideas” or foundational concepts. These are described in Part C.
In 2020, five willing local governments stepped up to participate in
Stage 3. Each identified local streams for analysis. The capsule
summaries in Table ES1 describe the outcomes for the five projects.
The sequencing of projects was fortuitous, resulting in insights which
improved the research process.
With the perspective of hindsight, each local government took a leap
of faith that EAP would fit into their strategic directions. Every
participating local government has benefitted from the building blocks
approach to applied research.

Target-based Strategies for Riparian Restoration
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The Riparian Deficit, a measurable metric, would allow them to
change their internal asset management conversations and begin the
process of engendering community support for a target-based strategy
for systematic M&M investment over decades, as opportunities arise,
to restore riparian woodlands and native vegetation for the full 30m
width of the regulated streamside protection setback zone.
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Now, with EAP as a foundation piece, these local governments have a
rationale and a metric to do business differently via multiple planning
pathways to achieve the goal of “natural asset management”.

Table ES1 – Case Study Outcomes of EAP Mainstreaming
Creek Case Studies and
Local Government
Collaborators
Millstone River in the
City of Nanaimo &
Regional District of Nanaimo

Bowker Creek in the
municipalities of Saanich,
Victoria, and Oak Bay in the
Capital Region

Bings / Menzies Creek in
the Municipality of North
Cowichan & Cowichan Valley
Regional District

Saratoga Miracle Beach
Planning Area in the
Comox Valley Regional District

Where and how EAP fits into a
Strategic Direction
Corporate Asset Management Planning &
Regional Riparian Spatial Analysis: EAP aligns
with Strategic Priorities for environmental stewardship
and growth management, and the findings are informing
corporate asset management planning as well as how to
prioritize investment in riparian and woodland restoration.

Bowker Creek Blueprint & Daylighting
Feasibility Strategy: EAP provides a financial
methodology to approximately value the land within either
an existing or potentially recreated stream corridor; and
the City of Victoria reports that the EAP analysis and
numbers added substance to the City’s grant application.

North Cowichan Biodiversity Protection
Policy Project: EAP supports the case for strategic
action to strengthen management of environmental
assets within North Cowichan; and informs the Regional
Collaboration Framework as it pertains to ecosystem
stewardship and biodiversity conservation.

Saratoga Miracle Beach Drainage Service
Area: EAP findings inform the strategy for local area
planning of a “settlement node” identified in the Regional
Growth Strategy, and also support the case for a
Drainage Service Area that would operationalize the “twin
pillars” of Water Balance and Ecological accounting.

Langley Ecological Services Initiative: EAP
Bertrand Creek in the
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Township of Langley

provides a real number for Payment of Ecological
Services to compensate rural parcel owners who are
willing to commit areas of their land to riparian and
woodland maintenance and/or enhancement to restore
stream integrity.
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Now What: Train the next generation of land
use, GIS and drainage professionals
If we know how to do a much better job of protecting ecological features
and stream systems in our communities and on our landscape, then
why aren’t we doing a better job? Why are streams still degrading?
Why do we still see practices embedded in land use policy and
regulation that aggravate the situation? How do we change that?
An elephant in the room is the hollowing out of government capacity at
all levels and the reliance on outside service providers. The
ramifications of this dual concern provide the context for the
Partnership’s observation that a lack of understanding of the science
behind the Twin Pillars of Stream System Integrity (Figure ES1),
and that a stream is a system, is widespread.
Following publication of Beyond the Guidebook 2015, the Partnership
launched the 4-step process conceptualized on Figure ES3 to develop
and operationalize the EAP methodology and metrics.

Graham Sakaki,
Regional Research Institute
Manager, MABRRI

The process is in motion to operationalize a transition strategy over a
3-year period and initially embed the EAP program in the Mount
Arrowsmith Biosphere Region Research Institute (MABRRI). Once the
MABRRI precedent is firmly established, a logical next step would be
to expand the program to include other university-based hubs.
In broad terms, the concept for moving forward collaboratively is quite
simple. One, the Partnership will engage in a conversational process
with willing local government partners in 2022. Two, the Partnership
will provide guidance and oversight for the first cohort of projects that
MABRRI would undertake in 2023.

Continuity and Consistency: The Partnership’s objectives in
embedding the EAP program with MABRRI are two-fold. First, provide
the next generation of land use practitioners with real-world
experience. Secondly, elevate the state of practice so that all local
governments would know what they need to do to progress along the
Asset Management Continuum shown on Figure ES2.
This is about building capacity while doing the utmost to ensure
continuity and consistency in further evolving application of the EAP
philosophy, methodology and metrics. The measure of success will be
when local governments have truly reached Step Three, protection of
stream system integrity, on the Asset Management Continuum.
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“We believe that
incorporating students
from Vancouver Island
University and other
universities will support
understanding and
experience within
municipal governments
on the importance of
EAP, and simply
understanding EAP.
Fortunately, most of
VIU’s Master of
Community Planning,
and Master GIS students
find themselves working
within municipal
governments.”

Transition Strategy
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Vision for training
the next generation
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Figure ES3 – Build Capacity to Mainstream EAP
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A Look Ahead
Figure ES4 distils five key ideas that underpin EAP and is a mind-map
for what follows in this Synthesis Report. Because stream setbacks are
defined in regulation, a stream corridor is a land use such that a proxy
financial value is readily determined from BC Assessment data.
EAP defines the regulated zone as the Natural Commons Asset
(NCA). This foundation has two primary metrics or measures: the NCA
financial value is expressed as $ per km of stream; the annual M&M
budget is 1% of the NCA value.

A closing perspective
on the systems
approach that is EAP
“It is amazing that we
have been able to
produce a methodology
that defines what a
stream is, can find the
value of the stream using
impartial BC Assessment
data, and add to that a
riparian assessment that
looks at the 30m zone
and a further 200m
upland area to evaluate
the water balance
condition and what is
happening to water
pathways.”

Learning from the Water Balance experience
In the 1990s, the breakthrough in science-informed understanding was
the Road Map for Stream System Integrity. For a generation,
communities should have known what they ought to be doing. And
some have made progress. But, in the big picture, the last two decades
have been characterized by an inability to act on the science.
The system context is too hard for most people to visualize. With
hindsight, reforming drainage practices requires a provincial authority
that provides clear and consistent direction regarding expectations for
development of land draining to streams.
On the other hand, most people can visualize what a stream corridor
looks like. Thus, local government collaboration with an informed,
educated stream stewardship groups may offer the best path forward
in the near-term for operationalizing EAP metrics and transitioning
drainage practice to Sustainable Drainage Service Delivery.
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Tim Pringle, EAP Chair

The hope is that the straightforward nature of these metrics would
inspire local governments to apply EAP metrics and establish annual
budgets for maintenance and management (M&M) of stream systems.
Stream M&M would then be a line item within an Asset Management
Strategy that accounts for both constructed and natural assets.
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Figure ES4 – Cascading Concepts
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